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 CLUB DIVES 

 DISCOUNTED DIVING AND DIVE 

GEAR FROM OUR “FRIENDS OF 

THE CLUB” 

 MEET NEW DIVE BUDDIES 

 RECEIVE MONTHLY NEWSLETTER 

EMAILED TO YOU 

 ANNUAL OVERSEAS TRIPS… AT 

CLUB PRICES ! 

 

Photo by Phil Woodhead 

        July 2015 Meeting 

    Nautilus Club  
   Monthly Meeting  

   Wed 29th July, 2015           
 
 

2015 AGM 
From 7pm... 

 

 

 

 

 

Not one but TWO raffle prizes !!! 

Scrummy BBQ… 

Last chance to get $20 discount on membership 



 

Nautilus Club Dives 
coming up !! 

 
 

 

 
21-23 August—S.S. Yongala Wreck dive   

 Aboard “Kalinda”, leaving Townsville 10pm on the Fri, returning late Sun 
 16 divers, preferably Advanced with at least 50 dives 
 Check with Glen if any spaces available 
 www.kalinda.com 

 

September— another wreck dive... Details soon 
 
 

Check the website for more details 

For more details, contact Glen Docherty (Trip Coordinator)  
Email: divecoordinator@nautilus-scuba.net  or Mobile: 0437 312 488  

Photo by Libby Sterling 
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Minke Whale trip with TAKA 
Deep Sea Divers Den (June2015) 

 
Our great Cairns Nautilus scuba-dive club organised a Minke Whale encounter trip 
with the good ship Taka, from Friday June 26 till the next Tuesday. Minke whales 
are a mysterious species of whales, only encountered along the east coast of Aus-
tralia. They are big for a fish, small for a whale. And you can interact with them. Yes 
that is right. Not just watch them, but interact with them. How good is that! Inter-
act with a fish. Or more correctly, interact with an aquatic mammal.  
 
These wild animals are only found right at our doorstep and nowhere else in the 
world. You can see any old fish wherever you go diving, but Minkes are only here. 
The club got a really good group deal for its members from Deep Sea Divers Den, 
and we attracted quite a crowd of members, new members, family members and 
friends who became members to go on the whale hunt. The trip was fully booked. 
Thirty dive fanatics took off. They all returned and live to tell the tale. 
 

Minkes are encountered on the northern reefs, 
so we steamed up to the Ribbon Reefs and 
looked around in the hope some Minkes will find 
us. Yes. We do not find the Minkes, they find us. 
 
On the way we did some diving at some good old 
dive spots. We first did Playground at Norman 
Reef. An afternoon dive and a night dive. The 
dives were a bit average. This could only im-
prove, and so it did. We slept while the ship 
steamed north and on Saturday morning we had 
arrived at Steve's Bommie, an all time favourite. 
We did the bommie in the morning and contin-
ued our journey to Clam Garden. I was amazed 
by the fact that there were almost no giant clams 
in this garden. On we went, steaming through the 
night. 
 
On Sunday we were in for the Big Minke Whale Experience (BMWE). We moored at Lighthouse Bommie to do some 
light diving and to wait for the elusive Minkes to show up. Lighthouse Bommie is a pinnacle in the middle of no-
where.  You can see the top of the pinnacle from the surface. Too easy! And more than that, the minkes were soon 
out in force. Two ropes were put in the water, to allow snorkelers to go out, hold onto the rope, and wait for the 
minkes to show up. And they did! The people on the ropes got the best view, and from the deck of the boat they 
were cheered on by the rest of the group, watching the minkes come in and coming up for air.  
             (Overpage) 
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Minke Whale trip cont. 
Of course, diving is important on a dive trip. The dives are invariably awesome, amazing, fantastic, great, mind 
blowing and what not. But the diving is only two to four hours a day. The other 20 hours a day you are not diving at 
all. You are trying to get into your (wet) wetsuit, you are trying to get out of your (very wet) wetsuit, you are negoti-
ating your BCD, you are fiddling with your camera settings, or you simply try to get warm again in your hut. You 
have brekkie, lunch and dinner. You have dessert and you have coffee or tea. Or a drink. And you are interacting 
with all the other people on board. You try to be nice and even entertaining. In this case with your fellow club mem-
bers and the crew. So you may see a lot of fish and invertebrates under water, you mostly see the vertebrates 
above water.  
The crew was helpful and friendly. The food was varied and cooked from scratch by chef Bryan, who did a really 
good job. The only criticism I have is that he put his freshly baked cookies on show at morning tea, but we were on-
ly allowed to have them at afternoon tea. A cruel way of doing things. We had dry towels every day and there were 
ample power points for our extensive recharge needs. 
We were helped with cameras and fins getting in and out of the water and we had nitrox available if required... for 
a price though. The briefings were thorough and we had two Minke Whale talks by JCU student Omar. So we 
learned that we really know almost nothing about Minke Whales. 
 
The miracle of the Minke Whales is that they are interested in watching us! They come and observe us. They ap-
proach us, and tend to come closer and closer, eyeballing the snorkelers on the rope. They clearly think we are in-
teresting. Maybe enthralling. You wonder why. What is so special about us that whales would be so interested? 
The first people to notice Minkes were fishermen and then scuba divers. Later we started watching them as snor-
kelers, from drifting ropes. The Minkes saw the scuba divers and later the snorkelers, but not the fishermen. Or 
they did not live to tell. 
 
When the Minke Whales heard that I would be doing a trip report for the Nautilus Scuba Club in Cairns, I had the 
pleasure to be granted an interview with one of the older Minke males. He swam up to me and looked friendly at 
me with his left eye. Doing an interview with a whale is not easy. There are huge practical problems and cultural 
differences.  Actually, Minkes have a completely different view on life. Luckily I found out that the Minke could un-
derstand me very well when I talked with my snorkel in my mouth. The way the Minke talked sounded if he also 
had a snorkel in his mouth, only with a much deeper voice, so I think that is why he understood me so well. 
 
What I really wanted to know is why Minkes are so interested in us. So I asked him. He explained that Minkes be-
came aware of us in the 80ies. "We first thought that you guys were severely hurt and dying dolphins or a new kind 
of black crab. But we soon realised that we had discovered a new species. What made us really fond of you guys is 
that you blow bubbles under water. We Minkes like to do that too. We call that bubble blasts. It is good fun. And 
we also like to blow sprays of water at the surface. So we felt a connection, although a strange one. By the way, 
why do you guys blow bubbles under water?" 
 
I explained that we breath under water and that the bubbles are the air we exhale. Although Minkes have very little 
facial expression, I had the impression that my Minke interlocutor turned somewhat pale. "Breathing under wa-
ter!", he stammered. "But that is terrible! You don't breath under water. We Minkes are absolutely forbidden to 
breath under water. That is against every policy we have! That's why we come to the surface. To breath above wa-
ter. Not under water. Above! That is the first thing a Minke baby learns. For the sake of He Who Swims Deep Under 
The Bottom. How foolish, rude and completely inappropriate is that!"      
              (Overpage) 
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Minke Whale trip cont. 
I felt that the interview was taking a totally wrong 
turn. I had rudely tread on some cultural sensitivi-
ties. So I forcefully interjected that we had a lot to 
learn from the Minkes, and that we were happy to 
listen to their deep, age old wisdom. This calmed 
him down a bit. I asked again why they came to 
have a look at us. "Well, he said, we discovered a 
slightly different variant, they don't blow bubbles, 
they are a lot skinnier, and they come in groups held 
together by some long string. We have been observ-
ing them for some time, and noticed that they have 
rather skinny long fins, and that they have four eyes, 
two big ones in front of two small ones. But they are 
almost blind.  
 
We like to come and watch them because we find 
them so incredibly funny. They move funnier and 
more clumsier than anything we have ever seen. They wave their spasmodic spindly fins a lot, but they don't seem 
to be going anywhere. They have four eyes, but they only see something when you put it right in front of them. 
We're not small, but they don't see us coming until we are right in their face, and then they seem to get all exited 
and agitated, making funny little moves with their awkward fins. We really love that." He made a deep thumping 
belly sound. I think he was laughing. 
 
Because I have a tender ego and felt a little bit ridiculed and also because it was straining to talk with my snorkel in 
my mouth, I thanked him for the interview. I told him that I had learned a lot and that he had explained something 
that until now had been an utter mystery for us "No worries," he said, "That's ok." He looked at me in a friendly 
manner with his left eye. Then there was a sharp flicker in his eye which made my heart miss a beat. "But no more 
breathing under water, hey!", he said in a deep voice and swam off. I was a bit taken aback, but happy with this 
unique interview.  
 
On the day after the interview, the Monday when other people go to work, we had our morning dives at Crack 'a' 
Jack, a secret bommie of which I cannot disclose the location. After doing 2 dives there and adding a few more Min-
ke snorkels we headed to Big Buoy Wall and Big Buoy Reef. Beautiful coral gardens. As a special treat there was the 
opportunity to do Fluoro night dives, with special torches that light up things that otherwise only light up when you 
are disco dancing. Amazing stuff! 

That afternoon, before the last night dive we took the traditional group photo 
(see front page). 
 
We found our beds late Monday evening, to be steamed back down to good old 
Cairns, arriving early Tuesday morning. We had our last breakfast and said our 
goodbyes to the crew and our fellow Nautilus divers. Back to our daily duties, 
enriched with a few good memories to last the rest of our lifetimes. 
 
Rigo          
     

Image by Cathy Meehan 
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Minke Whale trip (June 2015) 
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2015 Nautilus Club  

Photo Competition (24/06/2015) 
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Club Member  

Information  

 Any advertising for the newsletter will need to be presented at a Committee Meeting (once per 
month) for approval 

 Nautilus Club Policies and Rules can be found on the club website 

 For ALL transactions (membership, club trips) please use the Club’s Bank Account (BSB: 633000 – 
Acct: 1136 25982) 

Any questions ??... do not hesitate to contact Committee Members.. details available on the website  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Confirmed offers for Nautilus Club Members 

www.tusadive.com 

TUSA Dive 

 “After 8 rate” 

 Any member booking a trip after 8pm on the day before departure will receive a 50%           

           discount off the normal trip price 

 Dive Shop Discount 

 Members receive a minimum 20% discount off regular retail price of stock in the shop 

Spirit of Freedom 

 25% discount off full trip rate, confirmed 

 50% discount off full price on a standby basis, to be confirmed 24hrs prior to departure. 

 

http://www.nautilus-scuba.net/ 
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NAUTILUS SCUBA CLUB 
Postal Secretary 
  PO Box 737 
  North Cairns 
  QLD 4870 
  AUSTRALIA 
 
Website http://www.nautilus-scuba.net/ 
 
Email  secretary@nautilus-scuba.net 

Cairns, QLD, AUSTRALIA 

Photo by Andrew Watson 


